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A B S T R A C T

The Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Chiapas is an electronic database docu-

menting the three principal Indian languages of Chiapas, Mexico. This report describes

the design philosophy behind the archive, intended to distribute its results in digital

form via the Internet. It illustrates some of the products of the Archive, ranging from

standard linguistic description and lexicography, through semi-experimental elicitation,

to ethnographically situated interaction characterized by different sorts of speech genre.

It also discusses presentational and ethical issues derived from electronic distribution

of digital media in linguistic documentation.
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Introduction

In this brief report I describe the ongo-

ing creation of a linguistic database of in-

digenous languages of Chiapas, Mexico.

The project has been funded by CONA-

CyT, the Mexican National Council on

Science and Technology, and both the re-

search and the archived results are based

at CIESAS (the Center for Research and

Advanced Studies in Social Anthropol-

ogy) in its southeastern branch in San

Cristóbal de las Casas, Chiapas. I concen-

trate on central features of the design

philosophy for this database, a philoso-

phy which in turn derives from the spe-

cific ethnographic conditions and linguis-

tic traditions in Indian Chiapas. The ar-

chive intends to document the best speak-

ers of the languages in question, recog-

nizing ethnolinguistic standards not just

for »knowledge« of a language, but for true

expertise or excellence at speaking (and

those activities achieved through speech).
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The Archivo de los Idiomas Indígenas

de Chiapas (AIIC) is somewhat grandiose

name for a digital database which docu-

ments the three most widely spoken In-

dian languages of Chiapas, Tseltal,* Tzot-

zil, and Chol. The two largest of these,

Tzotzil and Tseltal, have well over a quar-

ter of a million speakers each, and the

smallest, Chol, has around 140,000 spea-

kers according to official 2000 census fig-

ures (INEGI, Censo General de Población

y Vivienda del 2000) (Figure 1.) All are

nonetheless endangered, in slightly dif-

ferent ways and with different degrees of

urgency. Children continue to learn all

three languages as first languages in so-

me communities, whereas in all three

cases there are also communities where

children acquire Spanish despite the fact

that their parents are native speakers of

the Indian language. There are also in-

stances of multilingual communities where

several Indian languages are spoken,

along with Spanish, or where quite diver-

gent dialects of a single language must

accommodate to each other, producing

new hybrid forms at least in the short

term1.

The AIIC explicitly incorporates mul-

timedia, including text, relational data-

bases, and audiovisual media including

both audio and video. In order to docu-

ment not only the essential linguistic and

lexicographic facts of the target langua-

ges but also central speech genres and
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Fig. 1. Rough location of the target languages.

* Following somewhat anarchic local orthographic conventions, local writers spell the name of one language

with /ts/ to represent an unvoiced alveolar affricate, whereas the same writers (until recently at least) use

/tz/ to represent exactly the same sound in the other. Chol, likewise, is sometimes spelled Ch’ol, to reflect the

ejective palatal affricate that occurs in at least one dialect of that language.



typical contexts of speech, we have opted

for an ethnographic approach to language

description, starting with situations and

speakers that exemplify what native spea-

kers view as especially noteworthy occa-

sions for talk or special speaking skills.

The AIIC accordingly has emphasized the

education and involvement of native

speaker/linguists in the compilation of

the database, seeking out young speakers

of the three languages who have both

acute linguistic ears and who are pre-

pared to help compile a broad ethnogra-

phic sample of speech by enlisting the co-

operation of other speakers in recording,

transcribing, and ultimately analyzing

the resulting corpus of materials. From

the beginning, the aim of the AIIC has

been to make its results available digi-

tally, via the Internet, supplemented by

other forms of digital distribution (for ex-

ample, via CD-ROMS) or traditional print

media. The final section of this paper lists

the currently available Internet links or

URLS where the AIIC can be consulted

electronically. There were doubts about

such a means of distribution and access

at the beginning of the project, given the

general lack of Internet access among

speakers of Chiapas Indian languages at

the time. However, in the intervening years

such access has ballooned, and even small

centers of population in Indian Chiapas

now often have available Internet connec-

tions, and many educated speakers rou-

tinely communicate via electronic mail.

Bases, Objectives and Methods

Certain theoretical and practical pre-

cepts have guided the creation of the

AIIC. First, we believe in the centrality of

descriptive and typological linguistics

within linguistic theory. That is, an ab-

stract theory of human linguistic capaci-

ties can only succeed if it is based on a de-

scriptively adequate and typologically

varied account of human language behav-

ior. From a wider anthropological

perspective, the design of the AIIC also

reflects our conviction that language is a

constitutive force in social life in general,

that people construct, maintain, and

transform their social relations with oth-

ers in large part through talk. More par-

ticularly, the creation of the AIIC was

meant to emphasize the importance of

language as a resource in processes of

sociopolitical change in modern Chiapas,

where demands for greater recognition of

Indian rights and needs have repeatedly

underscored the central practical and

symbolic role of Indian languages in con-

stituting a new relationship among In-

dian communities and between Indians

and non-Indians. Finally, the creation of

the AIIC reflects our perception of a need

for a developed »technology of knowl-

edge« in Mexico (and especially in Indian

Mexico) – a technology that allows rapid

and flexible transformation and commu-

nication of different ways of understand-

ing the world. We have chosen, in particu-

lar, to try to apply such technologies to

the spoken and written word.

The project involves, in the first in-

stance, linguistic description, ranging

from the basic formal facts of the lan-

guages, to their notable typological fea-

tures, and aspects of sociolinguistic and

pragmatic usage in different speech situ-

ations. First, in addition to basic facts of

grammar, lexicon, and morphology, there

are typologically striking issues: the en-

coding of motion, the class of roots tradi-

tionally called »positionals« in Mayan lin-

guistics (see below), the class of relational

nouns, the facts of verbal voice, and mul-

tiple uses of grammatical possession.

From sociolinguistic studies of variation

(between dialects, within interactions, or

across speech genres), we have also inves-

tigated the pragmatics of gesture. From

the beginning, with varied success, we

have emphasized both what is called in

Spanish the formación de recursos hu-
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manos – the »creation of human resour-

ces« or training of speakers and other col-

laborators in the research – as well as

co-participation between speech commu-

nities and the scientific community at

large, through conjoint projects teaming

individual non-Indian students of lingui-

stics with counterparts in Indian commu-

nities. (The grant from CONACyT for the

project included amounts for undergrad-

uate and graduate fellowships, targeting

native speaking linguists writing theses

involving their languages.) As a final out-

come we envision a varied database of dif-

ferent kinds of linguistic material, elabo-

rated to exploit the possibilities of digital

representation. (Thus, for example, in-

stead of traditional alphabetical dictio-

naries, we envision multi-threaded rela-

tional lexicons, supplemented by digital

search engines, a goal not yet implemen-

ted at this date.)

In preparing the database we began

with a compilation and re-elaboration of

existing materials about the target lan-

guages, both published and unpublished.

While Tzotzil – especially in a couple of

its dialects – has been exceptionally well

documented in the linguistic and ethno-

graphic literature, neither Tseltal nor

Chol have received the same academic at-

tention. Materials exist in diverse and

scattered forms and qualities. Although

the central aim of the AIIC is to collect

iconic recording of ethnographically groun-

ded natural interaction »in the field,« we

also chose to supplement our database

through quasi-experimental elicitation

with controlled stimuli, partly to try to

achieve some sort of comparable coverage

among the languages of the archive, and

also with research focused on other lan-

guages. A particular interest in the AIIC

has been the notion of the »master spea-

ker« – the speaker who is not simply

»competent« in his language in the tech-

nical sense of knowing its structure and

resources implicitly, but rather a recog-

nized »expert speaker« who can accom-

plish socially important and recognized

tasks through his or her linguistic ability.

In the case of highland Chiapas, such

»master speakers« might include sha-

mans (who cure through prayer), dispute

settlers, marital go-betweens, storytell-

ers, and so on.

Some Examples of Material
from the Archive

One example of transforming an exist-

ing resource from previous research by

other scholars by adapting it to electronic

presentation is the tagging for automatic

retrieval of existing dictionaries. Signifi-

cant collections of lexical material exist

for all three languages in the Archive,

and we are exploring different presenta-

tional formats for them. One example is a

dictionary of the Chol of Tumbalá pub-

lished in both print and machine-read-

able* form by the Summer Institute of

Linguistics2. For purposes of the Archive

this dictionary has been redigitized in a

more widely used practical orthography,

and tagged in the style of the lexical data-

base program Shoebox**, making it avail-

able for systematic correction, consulta-

tion, and extension. Here is a sample

entry from the dictionary:

\mf ach'esäbil

\sub 1

\cat adj

\esp mojado

\eng wet
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* See http://www.sil.org/mexico/maya/chol-tumbala/S121a- Diccionario- CTU.htm.

** Shoebox is another product of the SIL, one of their tools for computationally aided linguistic description, for

which information is available at http://www.sil.org/computing/shoebox/.



\ex Ach'esäbil jiñi lum cha'añ ja'al. =

La tierra está mojada por la lluvia.

(The ground is wet from the rain.)

\sub 2

\cat adj

\esp regado \eng watered

\ex Ach'esäbil jiñi päk'äbäl. =

La hortaliza está regada.

(The garden is watered.)

Each field here is labeled with a »tag«

that identifies the nature of its contents:

the original entry or morpheme* (»mf«), a

sub-entry (»sub«) corresponding to one

putative gloss, the first of which belongs

to the word category (»cat«) »adjective«,

with Spanish (»esp«) and English (»eng«)

glosses as shown, and an example (»ex«)

sentence from the original dictionary;

and so on, for a second sub-entry.

A second example that better illus-

trates the strengths of a multimedia for-

mat is the presentation of basic verbal

paradigms. Mayan linguistics tradition-

ally distinguishes two sets of verbal af-

fixes, set A – usually prefixes which vary

with the phonological shape of the verb

stem and show person, indexing an er-

gative argument (and also a possessor on

nominals) – and set B, which cross-in-

dexes an absolutive argument. The fol-

lowing sentences from the Tseltal dialect

of Petalcingo illustrate set A of prefixes in

this language:

Laj k-il k-na »I saw my house«

Laj aw-il a-na »You saw your house«

Jwan laj y-il s-na »Juan saw his

house«

Laj aw-ilik a-na »You (all) saw your

house«

Laj k-ilyotik k-na(j)yotik »We saw our

house«

Pisil laj k-il k-na(j)yotik »We all saw

our house«

Ja'tik laj y-il s-najik »(They) saw their

house«

However, in addition to simply pre-

senting the written paradigm, on the Web

we are able to show a Tseltal speaker pro-

nouncing the forms, with a subtitled

sound video (Figure 2).

More traditional linguistic description

is taken from the Masters thesis of a Chol

speaking linguist whose work was sup-

ported by a grant from the AIIC. Juan

Jesús Vázquez A., from the Chol-speak-

ing township of Tila, Chiapas, finished a

thesis on the morphology of the Chol verb

for the Maestría de Lingsüística Indo-

americana of CIESAS, and the entire the-

sis is available online at the AIIC cite.

Here are a couple of Vazquez's examples,

which illustrate a difference in basic word

order in sentences whose arguments dif-

fer in animacy and definiteness:

Human participants with definite sub-

ject = VOS:

mi i-jats'-ø wiñik li x-ixik
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Fig. 2. Petalcingo Tseltal speaker pronouncing

verbal paradigm.

* Note, of course, that many of the original entries in this dictionary, including this one, are multi-morphemic.



IMPFV A3-golpear-B3 hombre DET

CL-mujer

The woman hit the man.

Human participants with definite NP

post-posed to the V = VSO:

mi i-jats'-ø li wiñik x-ixik

IMPFV A3-golpear-B3 DET hombre

CL-mujer

The man hits the woman.

An example of the pseudo-experimen-

tal material elicited for the Archive co-

mes from a Zinacantec Tzotzil retelling of

the »frog story,« children's book3 which

has been widely used as a stimulus in

comparative psycholinguistic and acqui-

sition research4. The book tells a story in

pictures, and speakers are asked to look

through the book and then retell then

story in their own words. The idea is that

by restricting the referential »content« of

the narrative, it is possible to control

variations in different languages' struc-

tural and expressive resources for narrat-

ing. In the fragment shown below, a Tzot-

zil narrator describes a scene in which a

dog falls out of a window, and then is

picked up by its owner, whose cheek the

dog licks. Figure 3 shows part of the origi-

nal picture from the stimulus book, and

Figure 4 shows a still frame from the

Tzotzil speaker's rendition.

These short narrative performances,

videotaped and transcribed, are useful

for different analytical purposes. Here I

will illustrate just one, the analysis of

systems of verbal voice in Mayan lan-

guages. Tzotzil, in particular, makes a

major formal distinction between transi-

tive and intransitive predicates, and it

has a wide range of morphologically mar-

ked voices on the verb, including (for

transitive verb stems) active, passive, an-

tipassive, and applicative voices. Tzotzil

follows an ergative pattern in the mark-

ing of verbal arguments, together with an

unmarked VOS constituent order in basic

clauses, although in general ellipsis of

nominal arguments is both permitted

and preferred. Narrative discourse shows

typical patterns of argument sequencing

that exploit all of these formal devices.

Here is the Tzotzil rendition of the

short scene:

Boy and dog

1. ali k'ox krem une,

The little boy

2. slapoj xa li sapatoe

put on his shoe

3. spetoj li stz'i' xi to

He picked up his dog this way

4. javal spetoj

He held it with its belly up

5. ja' chle:k'bat ston sat yu'un stz'i'e

He had his cheek licked by the dog
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Fig. 3. The stimulus picture.

Fig. 4. Xlek'bat ston sat

(»He has his cheek licked«).



Without giving full details of the mor-

phology and syntax, we can show how the

Tzotzil narrator makes careful use of a

different formal devices to maintain a

specific perspective on the argument struc-

ture of this mini-discourse. There are two

participants, the boy (k'ox 'small' krem

'boy') and his dog (s- '3rd person posses-

sive' tz'i' 'dog'). The narrator adopts the

boy as principal protagonist. In line 1 he

introduces the boy as topic, followed in 2

by a normal active transitive clause (Verb

followed by Object), »he was putting on

his shoe.« In 3 he continues with a fur-

ther transitive verb, »he was holding his

dog this way,« and in 4 he adds a second-

ary predicate, the positional javal 'belly

up', that describes how he was holding

the dog (Figure 5). In 5 he wants to de-

scribe the fact that the dog licks the boy

on the cheek. To maintain boy as the topic

of the resulting clause he must perform

two syntactic »operations«: he must trans-

form the verb into a passive form, via the

suffix –at, demoting the licking dog to an

oblique agent ('the boy's cheek was licked

by the dog'), and he must apply an »appli-

cative« suffix –b to the verb to promote

the possessor of the cheek – the boy, that

is – to the position of grammatical subject

('the boy had his cheek licked by the dog')

(Figure 6). The nominal expression ston

sat (literally, 'the rock of his face,' i.e., the

cheek) becomes a grammatical chomeur5.

Note that by including video represen-

tations in the digital database, the AIIC

also makes possible analysis of important

cultural and linguistic aspects of spoken

interaction that might otherwise be lost.

Language evolves and is acquired in the

context of face-to-face interaction, and it

is thus by its very nature multi-dimen-

sional and cross-modal, involving a vari-

ety of signaling channels and modalities

at once. One of our interests in the case of

Chiapas languages has been the use of

space as an expressive resource, a central

part of deictic reference, for example, and

prototypically linked to gesture. A simple

but telling example is the iconic gesture,

adopting the »viewpoint«6 of the little boy

protagonist, the Tzotzil narrator uses to

illustrate the positional secondary predi-

cate javal (Figure 7). (Note that in Figure

4, too, the narrator gesturally adopts the
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Fig. 5. Normal transitive clause with second-

ary predicate.

Fig. 6. Passive-applicative verb to promote

grammatical possessor of logical patient. Fig. 7. Holding the dog belly up.



perspective of the boy in his story: he per-

forms the licking as though it were hap-

pening to his own cheek.) »Positional«

roots in Mayan languages are formally

distinguishable from other roots by the

sorts of stem derivations they accept; se-

mantically, they are a hypertrophied class

frequently denoting specific positions and

configurations of different sorts of objects;

they often appear as »secondary predi-

cates« with reduced inflection and syntac-

tically governed agreement patterns. Ex-

pressively, they also seem frequently to

co-occur with iconic gestures, as though

the positions they denote are communica-

tively salient to speakers.

Speech Genres

The final examples I present reflect

the AIIC's wider interest in linguistic

knowledge, ability, and mastery: not just

the minimal shared »competence« that all

native speakers are presumed to have,

but the expert linguistic knowledge ac-

hieved by specialists, performers, and

cultural virtuosi, what we have been call-

ing »master speakers.« Specialized lin-

guistic expertise is also associated with

different »kinds« of talk: genres linked to

specific sorts of activities and social situa-

tions, often with quite specific lexicons

and constructional features. Among la-

beled ethnolinguistic speech genres in

highland Chiapas, one can distinguish

such categories as prayer, scolding, greet-

ings, gossip, denunciation, requests, jo-

kes, stories, riddles, proverbs, and ridi-

cule, among others.

Of particular interest is the language

of prayer. Throughout Mesoamerica cer-

tain sorts of ritual speech are structured

in parallel, with utterances in matched

parts which often differ only in standard-

ized lexical doublets (or sometimes trip-

lets). Ritual speech is thus regimented

formally, involving constraints on syntax

and lexicon specific to the genre, and se-

mantically since salient images are de-

composed into standardized »stereosco-

pic« cultural images. Prayer is usually

the domain of specialists – shamans, reli-

gious experts, dispute settlers, witches –

although in some communities every adult

is expected to be able to muster at least

token performances using parallel speech.

Here are a few lines from a curing prayer

designed to cure a male patient of a heart

complaint.

Fragment of a shamanistic prayer

1. aviloj xa nan tal amanbil vinik /

aviloj xa nan la tal atojbil vinik

You have seen how your bought man

came / your paid man came.

2. mi jok'ol ta yu lavokik / jok'ol ta yu

lak'obik un

Is he still hanging from your feet /

from your hands?

3. tzauke ch'ul totil / tzauke ch'ul me'il

Listen holy father / listen holy mother.

4. ta komon k'op un / ta komon ti' un

(Act) with shared word / with shared

mouth.

In the transcribed fragment, the

reader will notice that each line consists

of two almost identical halves, which dif-

fer only in a single lexical element; taken

together the two matched lexical ele-

ments form a standard pair, incorporat-
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Fig. 8. A Tzotzil shaman prays to cure a male

patient.



ing a single cultural image. In the first

line, for example, illustrated in Figure 8,

the curer refers to her patient as manbil

vinik // tojbil vinik »the bought man // the

paid-for man.« The paired words are

man/toj, two transitive verb roots for

»buy, pay.« The reference, in turn, is to

the idea that we humans here on earth

have had our souls redeemed – bought

and paid for – by the crucifixion of Christ.

The standard way to refer to the care of a

saint is to place the object of his care un-

der his hands//feet (line 2). The ancestral

deities who have the power to cure illness

are conceived of as holy fathers//mothers

(line 3), who can act effectively by agree-

ing, that is, having a shared word//mouth

(line 4). In this highly marked linguistic

variety of prayer there remain many ar-

chaic words, as well as loans from the

earliest period of Spanish contact with

the Mayan languages of the region. In

these speech communities prayer is per-

haps the prototype of »good speech,«

thought of as elegant, expert, powerful,

and efficacious: it is, in the end, what

cures people, and the ability to produce it

is thought, in the Tzotzil community of

Zinacantán at least, to be bestowed on

shamans in prophetic dreams.

This observation, finally, brings us to

another special sort of narrative, the re-

telling of dreams. In Indian communities

of highland Chiapas, dreams are accor-

ded special significance. They are rou-

tinely interpreted as portents of both fu-

ture events, and of spiritual or interper-

sonal crises. The standard conception is

that in dreams human beings have con-

tact with the adventures of the ch'ulel or

'soul'; the events experienced in dreams

take place not ta sba balamil 'on the face

of the earth' but in some other realm

where the soul can travel freely and in-

teract with the souls of others, both alive

and dead. I will comment here on a single

notable feature of narrated dreams, the

linguistic marking of the fact that the

events experienced in dreams come from

a non-ordinary realm of existence.

Dreaming of a dead man

1. te la. puch'u:l yilel ti jmanvanej un

It seemed that Jesús Christ was lying

there LA.

2. pero bu xata

But what do you think?

3. anima la

It was a dead person LA.

Tzotzil makes use of an evidential cli-

tic la, often called a »hearsay« clitic7–9.

More precisely, it marks the utterance in

which it occurs as originating with a

speaker (i.e., having as illocutionary

source someone) other than the one who

is actually speaking. In a declarative sen-

tence, this has the effect of suggesting

that what one is stating is attested by an-

other person, i.e., that it is overheard or

reported or claimed by someone else.

(With interrogative and imperative sen-

tences it has the effect of distancing the

speaker from the question or the com-

mand: someone ELSE is asking or com-

manding.) In conjunction with other evi-

dential clitics, quite subtle nuances of

meaning, moral and epistemological com-

mitment, and responsibility can be ex-

pressed10.
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Fig. 9. Dreaming about a dead man.



The striking fact, for present purpo-

ses, is that careful Tzotzil speakers, like

my ritual kinsman PV in the extract

shown, treat events in dreams as if they

are attested not by the dreamer but by

some third party, removed from oneself:

they are events not witnessed directly,

but witnessed by ones soul, and therefore

in need of evidential distancing. In the

dream, PV has a series of encounters

with disturbing characters, who show

him a figure called Jmanvanej 'Buyer of

Souls« who represents a Christ, and who

has been an important saint in PV's per-

sonal history. In his dream, he approa-

ches the figure, and, as he tells us, »it did

seem to be Christ lying there« – but he

adds, the evidential la suggesting that

this appearance, to his soul in the dream,

was possibly deceptive (as, indeed, most

dream images are). Even worse, when he

came close to the putative saint, it turned

out it was really (according t the soul

again, hence the evidential la once more)

the body of a dead person, also a danger-

ous omen in dreams. The linguistic facts

underscore formally what the culture be-

lieves implicitly: that the realm of souls is

real and consequential, but that one must

take the »reports« of the soul with a de-

gree of epistemological skepticism.

The Database and Problems of
Digital Representation

The AIIC is a work in progress, de-

pending on the collaborative efforts of

many researchers and native speaker lin-

guists, as well as the cooperation of other

academics, and of the speakers themsel-

ves who contribute their time and knowl-

edge to the database. The overall aims of

the AIIC are ambitious, since they en-

compass not only grammatical, lexical,

and discursive descriptions of the three

languages of the project, but also compar-

ison of dialects within the languages, chan-

ges over time, and at least some compari-

son with other languages of the Mayan

family. Ideally the materials of the ar-

chive – which include not only traditional

academic formats but also multimedia re-

cordings, »talking transcripts,« etc. – will

feed further practical applications, such

as the production of didactic teaching ma-

terials for schools and other educational

programs, in line with the needs and pri-

orities of speech communities. Similarly,

the perfect outcome of such a project would

be for members of the speech communi-

ties themselves to take responsibility and

initiative for maintaining and augment-

ing the Archive over time.

Digital access, especially via the In-

ternet, also brings problems, many of

which we have not yet resolved. There

are ethical problems and issues of intel-

lectual property that plague any data-

base in which identifiable individuals ap-

pear, or in which experts reveal and dis-

cuss their expertise. Such issues are not

easily resolved by the standard Western

device of individual permissions and in-

formed consent, since the local criteria

and ethno-theories of knowledge, essen-

tial to the selection of materials for docu-

mentation in the first place, may consider

property to be collective, or may other-

wise clash with Western individualistic

ideologies of possession, responsibility,

and control. We are barely beginning to

explore such issues, together with the na-

tive speakers who provide the raw mate-

rial for a linguistic archive like the one in

construction here. These speakers are in

the end the ones who need the training,

the credentials, the official recognition,

and the power to promulgate and defend

their own languages.

URLs

The following URLS can be consulted

to see incremental progress in the cre-

ation of the AIIC. The home page, in

Chiapas, Mexico, is:
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http://www.ciesasureste.edu.mx/juan/

Archivo.html

A frequently updated mirror in the

USA is:

http:// academic.reed.edu/linguistics

A less frequently updated but reason-

ably fast partial mirror is at the Talk-

bank Project at Carnegie Mellon U.,

Pittsburgh, Pa, USA:

http://www.talkbank.org/data/media/
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MAJANSKI GOVORNICI – ARHIV AUTOHTONIH
JEZIKA CHIAPASA

S A @ E T A K

Arhiv autohtonih jezika Chiapasa elektroni~ka je baza podataka koja sadr`i jezi~ne

podatke triju glavnih indijanskih jezika meksi~kih Chiapasa. U ovom je radu izlo`ena

struktura samog Arhiva ~iji je krajnji cilj raspa~avanje rezultata u digitalnom obliku

putem interneta. Iznosi se nekoliko primjera arhivske gra|e od standardnog jezi~nog

opisa i leksikografije, preko polueksperimentalne elicitacije do etnografske interakcije

koju karakteriziraju razli~iti govorni `anrovi. Doti~u se tako|er i eti~ki problemi koji

proizlaze iz elektronske prezentacije digitalnih medija u jezi~noj dokumentaciji.
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